DIGITAL FORENSICS

The SELEX Communications Consultancy Group provide considerable expertise in the field of computer forensics and corporate investigations.

Employing experienced investigators with proven backgrounds in security and law enforcement, SELEX Communications provides forensic experts who can be consistently relied upon to conduct examinations in accordance with the national guidelines issued by the Association of Chief Police Officers (ACPO).

Our investigators have over thirty years experience of IT Security and over ten years in the forensics arena. We adopt a hybrid approach to forensic examination using industry approved toolkits such as CA eNF, Encase V5, Vogon Gentree and other software tools. We operate from a secure and fully equipped forensics laboratory based in Liverpool. We also have a deployable field capability, ensuring that investigations can be undertaken at any time and in any location.

SELEX Communications provides a Service, which will prepare your organisation to be able to recover and use digital evidence in a controlled, legally compliant and cost effective manner.

CORPORATE INVESTIGATION SUPPORT
In most cases it is unpractical and cost prohibitive for organisations to employ a team of Corporate Investigators to deal with instances if IT system abuse.

SELEX Communications can provide forensic experts who will integrate with existing capabilities to conduct complex network, laptop, desktop, PDA and mobile phone based investigations. Additionally, SELEX Communication forensic experts are capable of conducting independent investigations to ensure total impartiality and integrity.

SELEX Communications will tailor their Corporate Investigation Support services to the needs of the client.

These bespoke services include:
> Internal investigations
> Incident response
> Risk auditing
> Due diligence
> Compliance auditing
> Discovery/disclosure requests
> Information Assurance

SERVICES
We offer the following targeted services:
> Forensics Readiness Planning
> Corporate Investigation Support
> Law Enforcement Support
> Legal services Support
> Total Information Assurance

FORENSICS READINESS PLANNING
Forensics is normally a reactionary Service, which aims to recover and present evidence after the event. However, the key to successful Digital Forensics is the preparation and the organisational structure that is in place to enable the successful and cost effective recovery of digital evidence.
DIGITAL FORENSICS

Many law enforcement agencies have developed their own dedicated computer forensic teams or rely on regional computer forensic assistance from organisations such as the Forensic Science Services (FSS). However, due to the explosion of computer related crime, and the involvement of IT in other crimes, the finite resources of such organisations are quickly consumed.

SELEX Communications provide forensic experts backed by comprehensive and secure laboratory facility in support of the unpredictable demands placed on law enforcement computer forensic organisations. Our experts have backgrounds in law enforcement and security and have over ten years experience of computer forensics, investigation methodology, evidence handling and the presentation of evidence.

SELEX Communications will provide this support in the following areas:
> Evidence validation
> Large scale/complex investigation support
> Methodology validation
> Backlog support

SELEX Communications forensic investigators employ proven techniques to acquire, analyse, validate and present evidence and provide a cost effective support mechanism to any legal team’s e-Discovery capability.

TOTAL INFORMATION ASSURANCE

SELEX Communications utilises a unique approach to providing Total Information Assurance. Using technology solutions to support current policies, planning and education, this approach ensures that all aspects of security are examined.

Combining areas such as Vulnerability Assessments, Business Continuity Planning, Forensic Readiness Planning, Policy Development, Education & Training and proactive digital forensic analysis allows for a holistic approach to protecting the intangible assets of a business.

When undertaken to support asset based Risk Management methodologies, which cater for both tangible and intangible assets, this approach ensures that businesses can afford themselves some element of future proofing in light of the demand required by corporate governance and regulatory requirements such as Sarbanes-Oxley, Basel II and ISO 17799.

ABOUT SELEX COMMUNICATIONS

SELEX Communications is a world leader in the development and supply of information security products and services to military, government and commercial organisations.

We have earned a reputation for excellence in this specialised field, offering secure solutions for fixed and mobile communications networks.

Through continued development, the consultancy group now contains accredited experts in the fields of penetration testing, network design, architecture and security, policy writing, contingency planning, forensics, risk assessment / gap analysis and ISO/IEC 17799 (BS 7799) auditing.